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By Amanda Cowles

Christian Art Publishers, South Africa, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Times of refreshment will come from the presence of the Lord. Acts 3:20 Do you need a
spiritual pick-me-up? Then Break Time is just what you need. The 366 devotions are written
especially for young women who need their dose of inspiration, joy, and comfort on a daily basis.
The solid reflections and Scriptures, together with the whimsical designs are sure to kick-start your
day on your journey closer to the heart of God. This daily devotional is written by Amanda Cowles
and illustrated by Amylee Weeks. Break Time is a hardcover devotional for young ladies. Its creative
design and two color insides give it a fun contemporary feel. The cover has debossed and spot-
varnish embellishment. Each 366 devotion has a Scripture verse and message to focus on during the
day. The ribbon page marker and presentation page for gift giving add a special finishing touch.
Size: 4 1/4 (W) x 7 (H) Two-Color Insides Ribbon Marker 366 Devotions 404 Pages.
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The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r

A really amazing pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worth reading through. Your daily life span is
going to be transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Ma la chi B r a un-- Ma la chi B r a un
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